MP Court PVC
SYNTHETIC SURFACES

MP Court PVC, a cushion-backed vinyl sports flooring system, provides a durable shock absorbing surface for indoor recreational play.

The product features a long-lasting surface manufactured with a closed-cell, high-density foam and a reinforced fiberglass inter-layer resulting in excellent linear and dimensional stability.

The vinyl wear layer provides excellent traction and durability. Its heavy foam back provides resiliency and comfort for athletes. It is also bacteria and microbe resistant.
MP Court PVC is an indoor resilient athletic surface. It is ideal for basketball and volleyball courts.

1. UV Cured Polyurethane Protection Layer
2. Durable Wear Layer
3. Fiberglass Mesh Interlayer
4. Calendared PVC Layer
5. Closed Cell Foam Cushioned Backing

STANDARD COLORS
Colors are representational only. Contact Aacer for actual color samples.

Maple Wood Design
Cherry Wood Design
Dark Blue
Dark Green
Red
Gray

OTHER COLORS AVAILABLE*
*Longer lead times apply. Colors are representational only.

Sky Blue
Yellow
Blue
Orange
Indian Cherry
Noble Zelkova
Tiger Oak
Windsor Oak
Antique Oak
Beige

Custom colors & logos available.

It is the policy of Aacer Flooring to continuously improve its line of products. Therefore, Aacer Flooring reserves the right to change, modify or discontinue systems, specifications and accessories of all products at any time without notice or obligation to purchaser.